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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is the construction of 
vocabulary exercises to increase the meaning vocabulary of 
pupils using the textbook, llakers of America, Marion Lansing, 
w. Linwood Chase, and Allan Nevins, Boston: D.c. Heath and 
compan7, 1947. ·The vocabulary of the book will be analyzed 
for the number of unknown words to be found by checking with 
11 the vocabulary lists of H.D. Rinsland, which contains a 
basic vocabulary of words for elementary school children, 
and the checked list will then be put into a series of short 
matching testa to be used with the book. 
!/ O'Connor, in a report on the relationship between success 
in school and success in business life, says that one of the 
"concrete constituents" of success which have been isolated 
in the Laboratory of Human Engineering is a large vocabulary. 
He further states that the large vocabulary was acquired 
before the success in business and therefore is a co~tributing 
factor. 
17 H.D. Binsland, A Basic Vocabula~ of Elementarz School 
~ildren. New York: The Macmillan ompa.ny, 1945. 
2/ Johnson O'Connor, "Vocabulary and SUccess," Atlantic 
gonthlz 153:160-166 , February, 1934. 
-1-
It is hoped that through the use of the vocabular,v ex-
ercises to be developed, the student may increase his under-
standing of the historical material to be presented. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
This study is an attempt to construct vocabulary ex-
ercises to increase the meaning vocabulary of pupils using 
the textbook, Makers of America, Marion Lansing, W.Linwood 
Chase, and Allan Nevins, Boston: D.c. He th and Company, 
1947. The research chapter is to be a summary of related 
material concerned with the vocabulary problem as it affects 
the child through hie reading, and more particularly through 
his textbooks. 
!I Dolch has stated that difficulty with vocabulary can 
cause reading difficulty, and that without understanding of 
words there can be no reading just as without bricks there 
can be no house. y 
Dolch also believes that superficial and inadequate 
word meanings of readers are often stumbling blocks. Child-
ren who read many words and get only part of the meaning 
need help in three directions: 
1. More concrete meaning 
2. Greater exactness of meaning 
3. More appreoiation of what lies behind words 
1/ E.W. Doich,"The Use of Vocabulary Lists in Predicting 
~eadability and in Developing Reading Materials",Elementarz 
English 26: 142-149, March, 1949. . 
!/ E.W. Dolch, Problema !a Reading. Illinoia:The Gerrard 
Preas, 1948. -g-
y 
Gray and Holmes also believe that meanings are valu-
able and that they are acquired according to the rate of 
the learner. The meanings of new words are learned in the 
largest number between the ninth and fifteenth years. y 
Rutan found that one of the most difficult problems in 
teaching high school subjects is vocabulary. He suggested 
a plan in which the science teacher handed the English 
teacher a list of basic science words with scientific mean-
ings to be taught. 
On the other hand, Thorndike~elieves that the special 
vocabulary of a subject should not be learned ahead of the 
subject, but in association with and in subordination to 
facts and principles. y 
Seegers, in summarizing recent research in vocabulary 
development, reports that increasing attention is being 
1) William s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, "The Development of 
1reaning Vocabularies in Reading: An Experimental Study", 
Readinf in Relation to Experience and Lan~age, Supplementary 
Educat onal Monograpft7#6, Universi~of 0 cago, 1938. 
2/ Edward J. Rutan, "Teaching the Vocabulary of Science", 
lrducation: 170-172, November, 1945. 
3/ Edward L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Read", 
~eachers Collefe Record 36: 1-19, 123-144, 229-241, 
October, Novem er, December, 1934. 
!/ J. Conrad Seegers, "Recent Research in Vocabulary Develop-
ment", Elementary English Review 23:61-68, February, 1946. 
4 
paid to area and depth of meaning, and not just to single or 
isolated meanings. Emphasis is on both the use of the con-
text as a means of developing vocabulary and its over-use. 
The difficulty of a word to a child depends upon the amount 
and type of association which he has with the concept of the 
word. 
'!/ Add7 sent questionnaires on teaching vocabular7 to 
supervisors, principals, and teachers of ~ades four, five, y 
and six. .Among the conclusions which Add7 drew were: 
1. Teachers drew on reading materials and content 
subjects for words. The7 rated word lists as 
high17 non-effective. 
2. Seventy-five per cent or more of the teachers 
rated reading material of content subjects as 
the highest source of new words. 
3. More teachers used the dictionary technique 
than an7 other method to teach vocabulary. 
4. Fifth grade teachers emphasized the word as 
used in context. 
She further states: 
Words possess more definite meaning and im-
portance when the7 are shown in relation to the 
total situation. Words should be taught in con-
tact with the reality which the7 symbolize. Teach-
ers realize this when the7 found that the study of 
the content in which the word appears and the environ-
ment surrounding it, and the noting of the sentence 
in which it appears as the two most effective 
1/ M.L. Add7, *Development of a Meaning Vocabulary in Inter-
mediate Grades", Elementary English Review 18:22-26, January, 
1941. 
!/ Addy, ~· ~· 
techniques of teaching the meanings of words to 
children. 
Before a word is of much value to anyone it 
must give a clear, accurate, and established idea. 
Selecting the best descriptive word for a particular 
situation was found to be the most popular type of 
lesson used by the teacher to fix the meanings of 
new words. y 
Bond found that in predicting tenth grade achievement, 
a thorough measure of vocabulary is nearly as good as a 
battery of testa. The correlation between word-meaning 
scores and total scores on the Stanford Achievement Teat 
at each grade level from grades IV to VII inclusive ranged 
from .780 to .877 with a median of .827. y 
Traxler also believes in the relationship between 
vocabulary and general achievement in school. He supports y 
his belief with the following statistical data from Bond 
on the correlation between word meaning scores and Stanford 
Achievement Tests: 
:No. of Frob able 
Grade Cases Correlation Error 
IV 105 .839 .020 
v 104 .877 .015 
VI 120 .809 .021 
VII 97 .827 .027 
!} Eiden I. Bond, "Tenth Grade Abilities and Achievements", 
Teachers Oolle~e Contributions to Education No. 813. New 
York: Teachers oliege, Columbia~niversity, 1940. 
!/ Arthur E. Traxler, "The Relationship between Vocabulary 
and General Achievement in the Elementary School", '1'pe Ele-
mentary School Journal 45: 331-333,February, 1945. 
~ Bond, ~· cit. 
6 
il I 
1/ 
Knapp states: 
It bas been frequently assumed that reading 
skills developed during periods set aside espeoially 
for reading would automatically carry into the other 
areas where they would be needed. Practices based 
on this assumption have tended to separate the pur-
poses for reading from the mechanics of reading; a 
separation which is psychologically unsound. The 
child, in meeting a reading ta~, has to be able 
to select a's well as to apply the particular skills 
that will best serve his purposes. The transfer 
from one reading situation to another is never on 
a one-to-one basis. There is always selection and 
adaptation of reading skills to the reading task. 
The closer the relationship between the total 
learning task and the development and improvement 
of reading skills the more meaningful the learning 
of these skills. y 
Seegers believes that many problems of misunderstand-
ing arise from the technical vocabulary of the social stud-
ies. He reports as a result of a stu~ of fifth grade books, ~ 
that a great many words used in history and geograpby texts II 
were not found in readers, and recommends definite, specific 
teaching of history and geography materials. 
Many writers believe that teachers of all subjects 
must be concerned with the reading problem. Wesley and 
~ Adams have stated tbat: 
Every member of the staff is a teacher of reading. 
The social studies teacher accepts this obligation 
1/ J.V. Xiiapp, "Improving Reading Skills in Content Areas", 
Elementary English 24:542-550, December, 1947. 
2/ J.C. Seegers, "Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary 
S'chool", Elementary English Review 17:28-43, January, 1940. 
'E) Edgar B. Wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies 
~Elementary Schools. Boston:D.C.Heath an~Company, 1946. 
but as a teacher of this field her chief responsi-
bility is to help pupils gain proficiency in read-
ing and stu~ing social materials. 
!.1 Berger bas stated that children must receive new words 
at a slow rate if they are to build confidence in handling 
them. He suggests: 
1. A good basic reading program to foster con-
tinuous vocabulary growth. 
2. Ample supplementary reading material to en-
rich new vocabulary. 
3. Some relationship between basic vocabulary 
and words in other subjects introduced for 
the first time. 
4. Opportunity provided to become acquainted 
with library books. 
5. All subject teachers mnst teach vocabulary. 
y 
Bond also believes that all teachers must be con-
cerned with the development of clear, vivid meanings of 
words. He also says: 
In addition, each field bas words with spec-
ialized meanings, such as the word 'culture' in 
anthropology and 'culture' in bacteriology. One 
of the major concerns of any teacher is to make 
permanent the Tooabulary which is pertinent in 
any subject matter. In order for such learnings to 
¥e Herman I. Berger, "The Diffioul ty of Third-Grade Health 
eaders", The Elementary School Journal 47:391-395, March, 
1947. -
2/ Guy L. Bond, "How Clear, Vivid Meanings Are Acquired and 
1:mplioations for Improving Reading in the Content Fields", 
Improving Reading in the Content Fields, Chicago, University 
o~Chioago, 1947. -----
II 
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become permanent, they mnst be understood. The 
meanings of words are not retained if they are 
merely memorized. They must be full of clear and 
vivid reality to become part of the useful concepts 
of a person. 
All too frequently the burden of development of 
vocabulary is left entirely to the textbook. A truism 
frequently stated is that the student gets from the 
textbook wbat he brings to it. The learner, with 
little related experience, can acquire few, if any, 
word meanings. An obvious responsibility of any 
teacher is to develop the background necessary to 
read with understanding the material assigned. It 
is also the teacher's responsibility to expand the 
child's experience beyond the textbook in every way 
possible. 
Bonlfgives several guiding principles to aid in forming 
accurate and realistic word meanings: 
1. The learner should be reading with a definite 
purpose in mind. 
2. Understanding the material mnst be necessary 
to reaching the goal. 
3. The reader must have the background necessary 
for comprehension. 
4. The vocabulary load should not be too great. 
5. The word should appear in a variety of situations. 
6. Pre-study of more difficult words is often neces-
saey. 
7. The learner should be encouraged to use the new 
words. 
~ Breit believes that the extent of the reading vocab-
ulary needed by children today is far greater than 
y Bond, ~· cit. 
2/ Rose Breit, "ClassifYing and Enriching Meaning Vocabu-
raries in the Middle and Upper Grades", Improving Readin~ 
~ the Content Fields,University of Chicago, Chicago, 19 7. 
9 
formerly, partly because the curriculum bas been grea.tly 
enriched and also because of the wider experiences which 
the children now have, both in and out of the classroom. 
Many writers of textbooks have attempted to solve the 
vocabulary problem through the use of one or more word lists. y 
Crosscup believes that there are three limitations 
in the use of word lists: 
1. Discrepancies between the established frequencies 
and the actual familiarity with the words. 
2. Special problems created by the semantic varia-
tions of word meanings. 
3. Difficulties imposed by this method of word 
selection. 
!I Durrell states that it is common for a publisher to 
announce that a text is based on a word list and not sa7 
which level or levels. None of the word lists so far take 
into consideration word meanings, although the Gates Spelling 
List is a step in that direction. g 
Durrell says that the word list problem is further 
complicated by the individual differences in the vocabularies 
y Ricbird B. Orosscup, "A Survey and Analysis of Methods II 
and Techniques for Fostering Growth and Meaning Vocabulary" , 
unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1940. 
2/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. SUllivan, "Vocabulary 
Instruction in the Intermediate Grades", Elementary English 
Review 15: 138-145, 160, 185-198, April-May, 1938. 
y Durrell, ~· cit. 
of children of the same age. To help in the solution of 
this problem Durrell suggests using mental ages instead of 
grade levels in constructing lists. 
!I McKee believes that the fUndamental measure of the 
difficUlty of a printed word is the degree of familiarity 
which the reader has with the concept or meaning that the 
printed symbol represents in the setting in which it is 
used. 
!J McKee continues by criticizing what he terms "mechan-
ical misuse" of word lists. To prove his point he con-
structed two sentences from a word list, using words suit-
able for the fourth grade pupil. Both appear to be too 
hard be~use of the meanings of the words as they occur 
in the sentences: 
1. The actual fact is that the labor party is in 
absolute authority over the industry. 
2. This nation will not exchange its principal 
product for the produce of any other empire. 
McKee agrees With DurreliJ. in that word lists do not 
give various meanings of a word which are understood at 
any given grade level. 
11 FaUl Mckee, ~ord Lists and Vocabulary Difficulty in 
lfeading Matter", Elementa;v English Review 14:241-245, 
February, 193'7. 
lj Ibid. 
'E) Durrell, ~· cit. 
11 
1 
McKee composed also two sentences composed of words 
given in one word list as too difficult for fourth graders: 
1. Tonight we will make a bonfire and have roasted 
marshmallows and wieners. 
2. Charle~ poked the little sneak hard enough to 
give him a nosebleed and a toothache. y 
McKee defines word lists as merel~ lists of words which 
have occurred most frequentl~ in reading matter. If com-
parison with the word list shows that 90 per cent of the 
words are on the list, it just means that 90 per cent of 
the words have been used in previous publications. There 
is no way of being sure that children understand them. y 
Piekarz made an analysis of reading vocabular~ in 
grades four, five, and six. He reported that over a third 
of the words learned at fifth-grade level are learned at a 
later time for writing and that two-fifths are learned later 
for reading. The number of words which are learned one grade 
later for writing exceeds the amount learned on the same 
level for both lists. y 
Reilly attempted to determine a basal vocabulary for 
y McKee, ~· cit. 
?J Ibid. 
3/ J.A. Piekarz, "Analysis of Reading Vocabulary in Grades 
-Four, Five, and Six", unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
Universit~. 1947. 
4/ Eleanor M.Reilly, "A Study of Social Studies, Reading, 
L'anguage, Spelling, and Health Textbooks to Ascertain a 
Basic Vocabulary List for Grade Four", unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
2 
use in teaching and writing in grade four. !I Reilly used 
random sampling in ten textbooks, listing words found in 
indexes, glossaries, and at random, and compared them with 
?:./ ~ lists by Gates and Durrell-SUllivan. Her original list 
of 3996 words was cut to 375 words which she believed im-
possible for the fourth grade child to know and recognize. 
11 Seegers made an extensive study of vocabulary problems 
in the elementary school. He discussed five word lists: 
E) 
1. Thorndike Teacher's Word Book of over ten 
thousand words is considered by Seegers as the 
most outstanding. The list is not graded, nor 
arranged in order of difficulty, and ignores 
semantic variations and inflectional forms. §) 
2. Gates has listed a vocabulary of 1500 words which 
!I Rei!ly, ~·--2!!· 
y Arthur I. Gates, A Reading VooabulaFo for the Primalt 
Grades. New York:feaohers Co!!ege, ~umbiSIITnivere ty, 
1937. 
~Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
New York: World Book Company, 19~. 
!/ Seegers, .2R.• cit. 
5/ Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Wordbook of 10,000 
W'ords. New York: Columbia UniversitY, 1921. 
§./ Arthur I. Gates, .2R• ill· 
=====!!== 
he has chosen from 4300 of the most commonly found words. 
The list contains only 1263 different word forms in the 
1500 words. 
!I 3. Buckingham and Dolch made a list of 19,000 words 
4. 
5. 
for grades two to eight. They asked over 2000 
children to write as many words as they could 
think of in fifteen minutes. From the two and 
one half million words submitted the list was made. y 
Gal ter used original oomposi tiona by children to 
improve their vocabulary, and found greater im-
provement in grades four, five, and six, than in 
grades seven and eight. 
'EI Durrell-SUllivan list a selected vocabulary for 
grades four, five, and six. The list was obtained 
as the result of a study of readers and social 
studies books. Included were 691 words in the 
fourth grade, 526 in the fifth, and 849 in the 
sixth. y 
Piekarz found that the Durrell-SUllivan list includes 
44.69% nouns, 32.40% verbs, and 20.11% adjectives. 
1/ B.R. BUckingham and E.W. Dolch, A Combined Word List. 
lroston: Ginn and Company, 1936. 
!/Israel Galter,"Improving the Spoken Vocabulary of Ele-
mentary School hildren," unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 
Temple University, 1928. 
'EJ Durrell-Sullivan, ~· cit. 
y Piekarz, ~· ill• 
14 
The list which is being used in this study was not 
11 finished at the time of the Seegers study. y 
Rinsland's list was published in 1945 and gives 14,571 
words occ:mrring three or more times in any one grade in 
alphabetical order. The frequency for each of the eight 
grades, and the total for all grades is given. y 
Rinsland believes that the number of different words 
in this study is more than is needed for a basic vocabulary 
of the average group in each grade. 
More than 200,000 original compositions by children in 
grades one through eight were examined, and cut down to 
100,212 compositions to be considered. 
Rinsland says: 
To assure uniformity of treatment, the following 
rules were used: 
1. Count all words -- roots, derived forms, 
abbreviations, and contractions -- just 
as they occur. 
2. Tally separately run-together words. 
3. Delete baby talk unless terms are found 
to be good English words. 
4. Delete illegibles. 
5. Count the correct forms intended when words 
are spelled unusually or wrongly. 
6. Delete slang, provincialisms, colloquial 
1/ Seegers, ~· oit. 
2/ Heney D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulafi of Element&H 
!'ehool Children. New Tork: The Mieirii'!anoompany, 1 5. 
3/ Ibid. 
16 
6. (continued) 
expressions as determined b7 the dictionar7, 
as well as trade names and proper names o~ 
persona and places, except very well known 
terms. 
7. Do not tally separately words that may be 
written in two ways, but consider them the 
same for purposes of tabulation. Examples 
are today, to-day, tonight and to-night, 
tomorrow and to-morrow. 
a. Tabulate the correct forma intended when 
errors occur in the use of homonyms. ~o, too, 
and to are to be tabulated separately. 
9. Tabulate separately words that are compounded, 
if the compounding is incorrect or is used 
for running composition. 
y 
McKee is interested in the problem of the grade 
placement of reading materials used in teaching content 
subjects. Theoreticall7, a text for each grade should in-
clude only words known in that grade plus any technical words 
needed. A list of words for each grade should be available, 
but of greater importance would be a list of meanings by 
grades. 
Wbipple~elieves that educators could do much investi-
gation in the field of textbooks. The complaint that texts 
are too difficult is common, and the pressure for simplifi-
cation seems to increase. Experience has shown that the 
l/ Paul McKee, "Research Values in Children's Writing 
Tocabularies", Elementary English Review 7:73-77, March,l930. 
2/ Guy M. Wbipple, "Needed Investigations in the Pield of 
lihe Textbook", Elementary School Journal 35: 575-682,April, 
1935. 
16 
mere checking of words against a word list does not help, 
and that some measure of style difficulties is needed. y 
Ayer tested the difficulties of history passages in 
fifth grade texts. Ninety-five children, equally divided 
between grades five, six, seven, and eight were chosen for 
the study from Which the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. Comprehension is blocked by figurative language 
and abstract words. 
2. Fifth graders tend to omit what they do not 
understand. 
3. Seventh graders tend to repeat words of the 
author when they do not understand. 
4. The context of much of the widely used 
material should be used at the seventh 
grade level. 
5. Certain technical vocabulary mnst be taught 
regardless of difficulty. 
y 
Schauer considers the major problem in the teaching of 
geography to be reading word matter. She states that the 
average class has a five-year spread in reading ability 
which must be considered. y 
Shores conducted a study to determine relationships 
l/ Adelaide lYer, Some Difficulties in Elementary School 
~sto~. Bureau of~lications. Ne~ork: Columbia Uni-
versi , 1926. 
2/ Virginia P. Schauer, "Teaching Children How to Read the 
~eography Textbook", Journal of Geography 44:279-287, 
October, 1945. 
3/ J.H. Shores, "Skills Related to the Ability to Read 
~story and Science", Journal of Educational Research 26:584-
593, April, 1943. 
among ninth grade pupils between certain study and reading 
skills and reading comprehension of scientific and historical 
materials. Three hundred eighty ninth graders in Kansas 
City, Missouri were used. The ability to read was found to 
be related to all the measured skills and abilities except 
!I the ability to re~d maps. In conclusion Shores states that 
ninth grade teachers of content subjects should be concerned 
with the teaching of reading. y 
Thorndike found through the inspection of mistakes 
made by two bnndred sixth grade pupils on seven questions 
covering a paragraph on compulsory attendance, that: 
The potency of any word or group of words 
may be far above or far below the rest of the 
paragraph. Understanding paragraph implies 
keeping these respective weights in proper pro-
portion from the start or varying their pro-
portions until they evoke a response which satis-
fies the purpose of the reading. 
'2.1 McGuire feels that there are three ways in which the 
primary grades have failed to prepare children to read and 
interpret soci 1 studies materials: 
1. Used material that was too narrative in nature. 
2. Vocabulary used made little or no preparation 
for technical vocabulary of intermediate grades. 
3. Training in reading skills was too narrow. 
'!./shores, ~· cit. 
2/ Edward L. Thorndike. ''Reading as Reasoning: A Study of 
Nastakes in Paragraph Reading", Journal of Educational 
Psychology 8: 323-332, June, 1917. --
3/ Edna McGuire, "Sooial-Studies Skills in Elementary Sohool': 
- Social Eduoation 1:569-574. 
8 
In constructing matching exercises for the textbook, 
the author used the s!~estions of several writers. 
Wesley and Adame stated that a sur~lus of unused op-
tions should be given to eliminate guessing. The o~tions 
chosen were ones which might be the source of confusion to 
children. 
2/ 
Kelley- undertook a study to determine whether a multipl 
choice word meaning test in which the alternate responses 
were selected from words which were confused by the pupils 
with the stimulus word, would result in a more valid teet 
than a test in which the alternate responses were selected 
without any definite knowledge of their possible confusion 
to the child. 
He used: 
1. A word as correct synonym according to Webster's 
International Dictionary. 
2. A word as nearly opposite in meaning as possible. 
3. A beginning similar to stimulus word. 
4. An ending similar to stimulus word. 
5. A word with no relation to stimulus word, but with 
possibilities of confusion to the child. 
He concluded that it was no better to construct a test 
from incorrect choices which were more frequently chosen for 
a stimulus word. 
y Wesley and ldams, ~· cit. 
2/ V.H. Kelley, "Experiment with Multiple-Choice Vocabulary 
~eats Constructed by Two Different Procedures", Journal of 
Experimental Education 5: 249-259, March, 1937. --
19 
1/ 
Wilking attempted to build a teet which could be in-
corporated into a diagnostic reading test. He looked for 
a method whereby more words could be tested in a given 
apace and finally utilized the categor,y method with a re-
liability coefficient of .70 and validity coefficients on 
three grades of .58, .73, and .76. 
!I McCUllough believes that readers do not always recog-
nize context clues. She also states that new words are not 
always surrounded with clues, and that for these reasons, 
or for the lack of the use of a dictionar,y, children pass 
over new words. 
'E) 
Croescup bas called the failure to recognize diffi-
culties a form of evasion. He found verbalism to be wide-
spread and appearing to come from general inability to 
recognize difficulties, although it is undoubtedly associ-
ated with bluffing and self-deception. 
!I Gates st tee that new words should be taught in con-
text and that pupils should be taught to utilize context 
1/ s.v. Wilking, "The Construction and Evaluation of a 
1Teasure of Reading Vocabulary", unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1940. 
2/ Constance McCullough, "The Recognition of Context Clues 
In Reading", Elementary English Review 22: 1-6, January,l946. 
y Crosecup, .21!• cit. 
4/ Arthur I. Gates, Im~rovement of Reading. New York: The ~cmillan Company, 193 • 
20 
clues. Re believes in encouraging the pupil to derive word 
meaning from context, even in oases which result in error. y 
Durrell has said that the he.bi t of ignoring unknown 
words met during silent reading is common among poor readers, 
and that it is probably general among adults as well. Naarly 
every adult has learned the meaning of a new word and then 
noticed how often it has come up again in further reading. 
He believes that the word was also met previously but ig-
nored. 
Durrelflproposes a test for this poor habit among 
children. He suggests that you ask the pupils to read a 
chapter in any textbook and write down all unfamiliar words. 
Then test with matching exercises. A short list of un-
familiar words and a few failures on the test show mastery 
of new words. 
Inability to improve shows that the pupil needs to use 
the context more. 
Marked improvement shows that skill in discovering word 
meanings is fairly well established. y 
Elivian also studied the pupil's ability to recognize 
unknown words. After children in the fifth and sixth grades 
read a selection, they were asked to note unknown words. 
'!/ Durrell, ~· cit. 
y Ibid. 
3/ Jeanette Elivian, '~ord Ferception and Word Meaning in 
Silent Reading in the Intermediate Grades", unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1938. 
2 
Next a matching test was given. Lastly, they were asked to 
go over the test with the text in front of them. All mean-
ings could have been found in context clues. 
1/ 
Elivian noted the following results: 
1. Only 41% of the words missed on the test were 
discovered in the preliminary reading. 
2. There was a slight improvement in the ability 
to discover unknown words in groups of high 
reading ability. Pupils of grade four reading 
ability discovered 29% of the words, those of 
eighth grade ability, about 48%. 
3. The ability to use context clues to derive word 
meanings was not well developed. 
4. The ability to use context to derive word 
meanings improved with ability. Fourth grade 
ability succeeded about 22% of the time, and 
eighth grade ability, about 5~. 
5. Sex differences in abilities were slight. Girls 
were superior to boys in ability to discover 
unknown words. 
As a result of the research done in this field, we 
conclude that there is a definite need for more work on 
the vocabulary problem in the content subjects. Many ed-
ucators have recognized the problem and have suggested 
many solutions, among which are the use of vocabulary lists 
and exercises which will be used in this study. 
1/ Eiivian, ~· 2.!1· 
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C1UP!BR III 
CONSTRUCTION OP VOCABULARY EXERCISES 
-
CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF VOCABULARY EXERCISES 
The purpose of this study was the construction of 
vocabulary exercises to increase the meaning vocabulary o~ 
the pupils using the textbook, Makers of America, Marion 
Lansing, w. Linwood Chase, and Allan Nevins, Boston: D.o. 
Heath and Company, 1947. 
Before the construction of the exercises was begun, 
the words to be used were selected in the following manner: 
1. The author listed, in the order in which they 
occurred, words which she believed would cause trouble. 
Proper nouns, numbers, and different forma of the same word 
were eliminated. 
2. The list was checked on the Rinalan~Liat, and 
all words occurring ten or more times in the first five 
grades were eliminated. 
3. The surviving list was checked with the Boston 
2/ 
University List, and those found were eliminat~d. 
i/ Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary 
School Children. New York: .Macmillan Company, 1946. 
gJ Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary 
Instruction in the Intermediate Grades", Elementary English 
Review 15: 138-146, 160, 186-198, April-May, 1938. 
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4. ~e surviving list of words was used for the match-
ing exercises. 
5. As a result of an investigation of the relative re-
liability and validity of four types of tests most commonly 
1/ 
used for measuring vocabular,v, Sims- reported some evidence 
that the matching test is the most satisfactory group measure 
of vocabular,y. Therefore, the matching test was used. 
6. The words were taken in the order in which they 
occurred in the text, and were kept in chapters. A few word 
groups were used together at the end regardless of their 
order in the text. The exercises varied in length from five 
to eight words. 
7. Where necessary, a few words were changed in tense 
or number to avoid clues. ~o extra choices were given in 
each exercise for the same reason. 
8. In writing definitions, three sources were used: 
a. Context 
!I Dictionary for Boys and Girls 
- - y 
Winston's Simplified Dictionary for Schools 
b. 
c. 
9. One exercise of word groups was constructed at the 
end. 
II v.M. sfiDs, "Reliability and Validity of Four Types of 
~eats", Journal of Educational Research 20:25-33, 91-96. 
2/ Dictionary for Bo{m and Girls, Webster' a Elementary Dic-
tionary. !few Yorlt: erican Book Company, 1935. 
~Winston's Simplified Dictionary for Schools, Shorter Edi-
tion, T.K. Brown and W.D. Lewis, Ea!tors. Ohicago:Winston 
Company, 1937. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUGGESTED USES OY THE EXERCISES 
CHAPTER IV 
SUGGESTED USES OF THE EXERCISES 
The following ways of using the vocabUlary exercises 
are suggested: 
1. To pre-teet each chapter to determine how many 
of the words are unknown to the class and must be taught. 
Test results may also be used to discover which group in 
the cl sa needs extra help. 
2. To test the pupil's ability to recognize context 
clues. Not all unknown words are surrounded by context 
clues sufficient to find the meaning, but the pupil should 
be taught to utilize those which do appear. 
3. To measure the effectiveness of the teaching which 
has gone on. 
4. To develop skill in recognizing unknown words. 
Pupils reading a page for the first time can be asked to 
list words which they do not know. Later they can be tested 
on all the words which the teacher believes cause trouble 
A short list of unknown words and a low score shows that 
either the ~upil does not recognize unknown words, or he 
evades them. 
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5. To drill on unknown words. Cut-up matching tests 
may be used as games which will provide extra vocabulary 
drill, especially for the slower children. The words which 
cause the moat trouble can be used on large flash cards and 
matched with the meanings. 
6. To develop skill in word analysis. The child 
should be trained to recognize unknown words and how to 
attack them. The use of context clues, known words and 
word roots, and sources of word-meaning information should 
be stressed. 
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ClUPTER V 
MATCHING TESTS 
Makers of Amari ca. 
Marion Lansing, 
w. Linwood Chase, and 
Allan Nevins 
CHAPTER V 
MATCHING TESTS 
D.o. He th and company 
Boston, Mass., 1947. 
Ms. tching Teste 
I. Europeans Find the Americas 
prow 1. open to cold and wind 
daring 2. covered with trees 
ancestors 3. to live in a place 
flourished 4. front end of a ship 
wooded 5. willing 
expedition 6. frightened 
dwelt 7. bold in facing danger 
bleak 8. grew rapidly 
9. a journey or tr~p for a 
special purpose 
# 10. persons born before you 
* indicates meanings taken from the text 
# indicates meanings simplified by the writer 
Meanings with no asterisks or cross-bars were compiled from 
the dictionaries used. 
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ceased 1. told 
-
constant 2. go away 
· _ reported 3. want 
snatch 4. at the greatest distance 
-
survived 5. does not change 
-
depart 6. to ca. tch or try to oatoh 
demand 7. lived longer than others 
-
farthest a. stopped 
9. frightened 
10. wander 
violent 1. trying to find 
-
westerly 2. sensible 
_seeking 3. continent 
reasonable 4. provide with supplies and 
money 
volumes 6. to the west 
mainland 6. undertake something new 
_support 7. from the west 
venture a. frowning 
9. a large quantity 
10. action by force 
admiral 
____ undertaking 
-rigged 
_ repair 
_ argwnent 
_briskly 
--
-
favored 
currents 
dreaded 
lest 
astonished 
determined 
proceed 
reminder 
_aground 
reef 
1. fix 
2. disagreement 
3. good 
4. rapidly 
5. movements of water 
6. lied 
7. a piece of work 
8. fitted sails to the mast 
9. songs of men 
10. commander-in-chief of the 
navy 
1. greatly surprised 
2. decided 
3. caught on shore 
4. for fear that 
5. boats 
6. rocks 
7. feared 
8. go on 
9. stay away 
10. to bring to mind 
29 
30 
hath 1. a place 
distressed 2. from the south 
looation 3. belief 
-
____ exploration 4. bay in a shore line 
_southerly 5. has 
_opinion 6. to the south 
inlet 7. go forth 
venture a. worried 
-
9. mended 
10. travels through a place to 
find out more about it 
anchored 1. area of land 
-
_ terri to17 2. guns 
inhabitants 3. group of ships 
arms 4. money 
olaim 5. sailed 
fleet 6. people living in a plaoe 
-
7. take land in the name of 
a oount17 
a. fastened with a heavy 
weight 
31 
II. Europeans Claim New Lands and Seas 
_stowaway 1. affection or respect 
hostile 2. tools for doing work 
_ persuaded 3. most daring 
devotion 4. on all sides 
utensils 5. unfriendly 
hardiest 6. prettiest 
-
_ permitted 7. get others to do what you 
wanted 
_ surrounding 
a. books 
9. allowed 
10. person hiding on a ship 
ceremony 1. small, camel-like animal 
_noting 2. trade 
llama 3. danger 
-
conmerce 4. large amount 
-
peril 5. noticing 
width 6. continue 
abundance 7. begin 
-
renew a. distance across 
9. finding 
10. act of claiming land 
32 
____ desperately 1. common talk 
_gallant 2. wanted 
rumors 3. great fear 
desired 4. fight 
endure 5. noble 
oonfiiot 6. rungs 
-
_inspire #7. bear hardships 
terror a. recklessly 
#9. bring about 
10. quietly 
tradition /1. drew back from the enemy 
horrified 2. built again 
_ imprisoned 3. ma.de stronger 
retreated 4. put in & prison 
-
rebuilt 5. very large 
prosperity 6. free from prison 
____ strengthened 7. frightened 
immense #S. suooessfu.l 
9. tear down 
10. story or custom passed down 
by word of mouth 
3 
,I 
homeland 1. group of men 
swineherd 2. level stripe of land 
arranged like stairs 
force 3. planned 
terraced 4. refu.sal to obey rulers 
ransom 5. poor soil 
intended 6. person tending pigs 
revolt 7. porch 
-
hindered a. money paid for the release 
-
of a prisoner 
9. pig 
10. erased 
marveled 1. amounts 
scurvy 2. made a knight 
-
courtier 3. member of a court 
_ knighted 4. wanderer 
_portraits 5. astonished 
sums 6. judge 
7. paintings o:f people 
*a. disease caused by lack of 
proper food 
34 
_palisade *1. getting 
clue 2. land owned 
-
_ gaining *3. live in 
claims 4. farms 
_ OCCUp)T #5. key to a mystery 
6. sending 
7. high fence put up for 
protection 
III. !few Homes in a New World 
_profits 1. being in a certain place 
_provided 2. displease, insult 
strait 3. changes 
_ presence 4. burned 
offend 6. gifts 
-
converted 6. money gained 
- twilight 7. supplied 
8. light from the slcy just 
after sunset 
9. narrow channel of water 
connecting two bodies 
of water 
_cargo 
_prospect 
beam 
-
thatch 
starvation 
-
pleaded 
_ hostage 
_ preaching 
independent 
disobedience 
--
- payment 
fine 
--
trades 
belief 
1. longt heavy piece of timber 
2. straw covering 
3. person kept prisoner to be 
sure that a promise will 
be kept 
4. dying of hunger 
5. freight of ship 
6. possibility in future 
7. begged 
8. position 
9. guessed 
1. refusal to obey 
2. act of paying 
3. work 
4. talking on religious things 
5. opinion 
6. not under another's rule 
7. ornament 
a. writing 
9. money paid for breaking 
a law 
II 
36 
36 
_leaky 1. finished 
_granted 2. same 
realized 3. business agreement 
brief 4. accomplishment 
agreement 6. not holding water 
_bargain 6. short 
_earnings 7. deserved reward 
a. permission given 
9. sighted 
controlled 1. luok;v 
-
_ foreigners 2. beyond the seas 
fortunate 3. good opinion of oneself 
_ patroons 4. from another country 
I 
overseas 6. large crowd II 
self-respecting 6. hoping 
desire 7. ru.led over 
-
throng *a. land-owners 'I 
9. want II 
II 
10. sighted I 
I 
II 
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_engraved 1. object 
_extending 2. give hope to another 
_ protest 3. make 
_founding 4. awakened 
resolved 5. printed or written 
roused 6. beginning 
create 7. going beyond 
_encourage a. sending 
9. decide 
I 10. promise 
I 
I 
I IV. Thirteen Growing Colonies 
accustomed 1. written permission for a 
colony 
_byways 2. owning land 
uninhabited 3. property owned 
_ belongings 4. wanted 
charter 5. used to 
landowner 6. not lived in 
estates 7. possessions 
a. renting land from another 
9. road off the main street 
38 
strict 1. in agreement 
stern 2. driven out 
custom 3. causing hope 
,, 
I 
__ · according 4. strong 
_ encouraging 6. lending 
harsh 6. severe 
-
banished '1. usual thing to do 
-
a. placed 
9. cross 
39 
constitution 1. business 
_manage 2. disagreed 
affairs 3. duty 
-
_ disputed 4. members 
cultivate 5. rewards 
____ responsibility 6. laws of a government 
_ representatives 7. prepare land 
a. control 
9. men elected to a government 
assembly 
_ slopes 1. ideas 
link 2. frightened 
_neglected 3. connection 
notions 4. immediately 
bullied 5. owners 
_promptly 6. low hills 
____ proprietors 7. failed to do 
a. goods 
9. saved 
ll 
loyalty 1. changed words of a story 
from one language to another 
resened 2. cruel treatment 
translated 3. needed 
barons 4. faithfulness 
_ oppression 5. safetJ' 
acquired 6. noblemen of lowest class 
lacked 7. consented 
8. gained 
9. kept, saved 
_ immigrants 1. jobs 
task *2. men skilled in handicrafts 
skillful 3. piece of land 
artisans 4. liked 
admired 5. expert 
-
_grant 6. wanderers 
7. needed 
8. people from another country 
who want to become 
citizens 
41 
resigned 1. directions 
-
_intending 2. good 
_cordially 3. left 
instru.otions 4. save 
-
_ preserve 5. allowable 
favorable 6. friendly way 
toleration 7. planning 
a. ended 
9. hoping 
differences 1. building of logs used for 
defense 
massacre 2. person living on the edge 
of a country 
blockhouses 3. ended 
frontiersmen 4. nearly 
_ burgesses 6. changes 
_adjourned 6. planned 
local 7. freeman of a district 
a. groups 
'J 9. violent killing of people 
newcomers 1. all the time 
_ vinelf&rds 2. very strict 
_ constantly 3. protect 
severe 4. fields of grapes 
debtors 5. starting 
defend 6. owing money 
establisbment 7. ending 
a. recently arrived 
9. surely 
prosperous 1. private teachers 
crafts 2. caring for 
tutors 3. blue d7e 
tending 4. planted 
sown 5. making 
-
indigo 6. trades 
____ experimented 7. succeeding 
a. boxes 
9. tried 
If 
_imported 1. edge of a country 
frontier 2. bearing 
exhausted 3. business 
-
reliant 4. hunted 
-
tolerant 5. from another country 
hogsheads 6. parties 
affairs 7. tired out 
a. large casks for liquid 
9. able to take care of 
oneself 
v. Americans Make a New Nation 
familiar 1. excited 
-
_ eager 2. sad accident 
II 
approval 3. tool for cutting grass 
misfortune 4. supplies 
-
chanted 5. known 
disaster 6. good opinion 
sickle 7. luck 
_ proVisions a. granted 
9. bad luck 
10. sung 
I, 
11 
_ rejoicing 1. small church 
abounded 2. go forward 
_chapel 3. last 
advance 4. celebrating 
_ responded 5. great effort 
final 6. belonging to the army 
struggle 7. answered 
milita17 a. first 
9. found in grea.t numbers 
10. granted 
reinforce 1. symbol 
leaden 2. suitable for court 
emblem 3. for 
surveyor 4. short time ago 
courtly 5. strengthen 
behalf 6. stuttered 
-
recent 7. court clown 
stammered a. very heavy 
9. hammered 
10. man who measures land 
45 
_ modest7 1. not passing 
valor 2. memorial 
surpasses 3. bravery 
_ savage 4. joined together 
monument 5. uncivilized 
remarkable 6. sbyness 
-
united 7. do better 
-
_ failing a. tmderpase 
9. noticeable 
10. shined 
cartoon 1. kind of comedy 
humor 2. printed 
editorials 3. person representing others 
-
column 4. printed 
-
_ published 5. remarks 
comments 6. drawing 
_urge 7. vaulted 
_ delegate a. part of a newspaper 
9. friends 
10. an article giving the 
opinion of the writer 
46 
swifter 1. part of a cotmtry 
independence 2. from authorities 
-
_province 3. told 
official 4. book on days, seasons, and 
months 
almanac 6. clumsy 
-
_expressed 6. separtt.ting 
awkward '1. faster 
____ distinguishing 8. plans 
9. wanted 
10. freedom 
intense 1. plan carefully 
-
patriot 2. awaken 
-
rouse 3. stubborn 
-
riots 4. lead into evil 
_ pamphlets 6. person who loves his country 
obstinate 6. very great 
scheme '1. games 
tempt a. booklets 
9. kept 
10. uproar 
r 
II 
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_ disgnised 1. people in authority 
hatchets 2. talk about 
officials 3. expressions of dislike 
discmss 4. colonists ready to fight 
on short notice 
statement 5. ganpowder 
-
complaints 6. changed looks 
-
aummnition 7. hopes 
minutemen a. small axes 
-
9. messages 
10. report 
retreat 1. agreed 
separation 2. said 
seconded 3. beat another by cleverness 
-
motion 4. not afraid 
declared 5. division 
outwitted 6. almost 
daring 7. go back from the enemy 
_ pra.ctiea.l1y a. usually 
9. party 
10. suggested rule 
H 
I 
details 1. sorry 
afoot 2. selection 
clashes 3. walked 
sentry 4. refuse 
choice 5. small battles 
-
opposed 6. soldier on gu.a.rd duty 
_deny '1. parts 
_ regret a. against 
9. noises 
10. trained 
unable 1. veey large 
-
misery 2. lazily 
tremendous 3. :prepared 
shared 4. showed angry actions 
_idly 5. relations 
equipped 6. divided with others 
raged '1. can not 
connections 
-
8. wearily 
9. voted 
10. unhappiness 
49 
distinction 1. members of upper cl sa 
____ exceedingly 2. at once 
aristocratic 3. dishearten 
-
manner 4. curled around 
adventurers 5. waste 
instant 6. way of doing things 
----
_ discourage 7. honor 
coiled 8. moved 
9. persons taking a chance 
10. veey 
commission 1. surprising 
privateers 2. question 
amazing 3. sudden attack 
_ challenge 4. expression of sorrow 
raid 5. beyond hope 
desperate 6. amusing 
_ sympatq 7. order 
8. pirates 
9. merchant ships fitted with 
guns 
_ convincing 1. tricked 
unprepared 2. gave something into 
another's care 
deceived 3. practice 
entrusted 4. satisfying 
volunteers 5. singers 
drill 6. not ready 
-
7. tried 
8. persons who enter the 
service of their own free 
will 
_ properly 1. series of small battles 
inspired 2. tired 
campaigns 3. go on 
_weary 4;. correctly 
extend 5. dividing 
separating 6. influences for good 
7. pointed out 
8. imagined 
I 
I 
:I 
,, 
II 
5 
VI. New Frontiers in a New Nation 
_ praotioal 1. money-making 
_ spinning jenny 2. able to discover something 
new 
_ occupation 3. gn.ns 
_ profitable 4. demanding 
inventive 5. work 
_insisting 6. finding 
ma.skets 7. useful 
_ persuaded a. invaded 
9. work 
*10. a machine in which a single 
wheel turned many spindles 
at the same time 
_ pathfinder 1. unusual 
_ portions 2. seldom 
_emigrants 3. jarred 
unoommon 4. command to appear 
-
rarely 5. servings 
summons 6. tax paid to use a road 
jolted 7. explorer on foot 
talk a. places 
I 9. opened 
I 
10. persons leaving one country 
to make a home in another 
~ ..,c: tnn U . 
, . nrv,.~;ry ~ hoo/ of Ed · 
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turnpike 1. completely 
-
treaty 2. against the current of the 
water 
foresight 3. many kinds 
I' 
varied 4. caught up I 
-
calculated 5. highway on which a toll is 
-
collected 
_ wholly 6. agreement between countries 
overtook '1. scene 
-
_ upstream 8. planned carefully 
I 9. learned 
10. knowledge of something 
I before it happens 
_ portages 1. young deer 
_ ledges 2. trying out 
fawns 3. way of saying words 
-
____ experimenting 4. overhanging shelves of rooks 
____ pronunciation 5. sending over 
I 6. boards 
II 
'1. short strips of land be-
tween two bodies of water 
I 
over which boats are car- I 
ried I 
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VII. Americans on the Move 
restless 1. 
-
person who translates lan-
gu.ages 
threatened 2. education 
attempt 3. strong wind 
dictator 4. piece of land 
consider 5. uneasy 
-
tract 6. prevented 
-
-
gale 7. try 
interpreter 8. think about 
9. promised injury 
10. highest person in the governj 
ment 
observe 1. grow larger 
_ procession 2. act of living 
_expand 3. worry 
____ interrupted 4. prevented 
_ BllXiety 5. notice 
existence 6. broke into 
_pemmican 7. wandered 
resisted a. small parade 
9. hope 
10. mi;xture of dried meat, 
berries, and hot fat 
__ enterprising 
subscriber 
_ pueblos 
_ gourds 
enlist 
--
missions 
arts 
civilization 
inheritance 
traces 
a.ccura.te 
ambitious 
-
_ disputing 
marvel 
-
# 
1. Spanish word for villages 
2. money 
3. obtain 
4. small churches 
5. active 
6. works of a skilled person 
7. persons agreeing 
a. trial 
9. hard-shelled fruit related 
to a pumpkin 
1. correct 
2. signs 
3. wonder 
4. culture 
5. members 
6. worshipping 
7. hope:tul 
a. something received through 
the death of another 
9. arguing 
54 
II 
6 
_ energetic 1. waited 
enthusiastic 2. wicked 
determined 3. a feeling against 
massacre 4. supplied 
admit 5. filled with a strong feeling 
-
_ objection 6. active 
hesitated 7. allow to enter 
a. decided 
9. ma.rdered 
invaded 1. called to mind 
commemorated 2. whaling ships 
caravans 3. sturdy boats for carrying 
-
passengers, mail, and 
freight 
thriving 4. broke into 
whalers 5. whale oil 
-
obtain 6. thriving 
packets 7. gifts 
a. get 
9. groups of people travelling 
together by cart 
schedule 1. take part 
competition 2. grew larger 
engage 3. half-way 
enlarged 4. plan 
-
_midway 6. made 
created 6. all the way 
7. glanced 
8. race for the same prize 
VIII. Democracy Gains in the Americas 
ideal 
viceroys 
_ quoted 
passion 
creoles 
exiles 
_yield 
revolution 
1. give in 
2. perfect 
3. persons sent from a. countr.y 
4. represented 
*6. native American 
6. governors of provinces 
7. trial 
8. strong feeling 
9. 
#10. 
repeated words of another 
war against a government 
revolt 
violence 
_urging 
statesmen 
interference 
backwoodsman 
_ politics 
orators 
fame 
oompromise 
_yielded 
_harmony 
_ parallel 
ambitious 
_ preserved 
_ inauga.ra.ted 
#1. government affairs 
2. opposition 
3. turn against 
4. public speakers 
5. background 
6. sending 
7. pleading for 
a. use of force 
9. men who do well in managing 
the affairs of government 
1. put into office 
2. eagerness to improve 
3. gave 
4. saved 
5. settlement of differences 
6. reputation 
7. unknown 
8. peaceful agreement 
9. mined 
10. imaginary line on globe 
parallel to equator 
57 
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withdrs:wn 1. enter with unfriendly plans 
-
defeats 2. fault-finding 
invade 3. supplies 
_ besieged 4. taken aw y 
critical 5. putting out 
rations 6. gifts 
_issuing 7. returned 
malice 8. losses 
9. ill Will 
10. surrounded with armed forces 
_ charity 1. repeated often 
strive 2. stopped 
achieve 3. supplies 
_grief 4. mountains 
II 
objected 5. get 
frequent 6. good will 
resources 7. sadness 
-
ceased a. try hard 
9. complained 
10. complimented 
L 
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constant 1. fast 
completed 2. riches 
prime minister 3. fair treatment 
_ guided 4. finished 
fortunes 5. continued 
_ rapid 6. countries 
-
republics '1. showed the way 
_justice a. chief officer of government 
9. clergyman 
10. countries whose citizens 
have the right to vote 
_squatted 1. very large 
auction 2. land grants 
disputes 3. helper 
intent 4. public sale of land or goods 
-
_ required 5. compelled 
reservations 6. arguments 
immense '1. settled 
assistant a. paying close attention 
9. not needed 
10. planned 
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submarine 
rival 
--
transcontinental 
_ longhorns 
avoid 
--
thus 
--
_ roundups 
branded 
expert 
reaper 
devices 
_ encouraged 
forerunner 
_quantities 
minerals 
_ apparatus 
1. across the continent 
2. tr,r not to meet 
3. kind of cattle 
4. in this way 
5. cattle whose hide has been 
burned with owner's mark 
6. friend 
7. boat that travels under 
water 
a. gathering up of cattle 
9. parties 
10. another person in a race 
for one prise 
l. gave hope to another 
*2. moments 
3. oa.me before 
4. material matter which is 
neither plant nor animal 
5 .. clever 
6. equipment 
7. machine for cutting wheat 
a. foods 
#9. ways of doing things 
L 
_ immensely 
_ perfection 
elaborate 
--
__ patents 
_ experiments 
____ accomplished 
_dynamo 
tremendous 
__ refining 
_ processes 
vehicles 
--
demand 
compete 
__ purified 
unlimited 
_organize 
II 
1. complicated, hard to do 
2. trials 
3. finished 
4. machine for producing 
electric currents 
5. very great 
6. great amount 
7. shoes 
8. made perfect 
9. slowly 
#10. written paper which keeps 
others from using an in-
vention without permission 
i. any means of carrying people 
or freight 
#2. try for a prize 
3. made pure 
4. join together 
5. treatments 
6. without end 
7. request 
8. spilling 
9. impure 
10. p:rocesa for remov'ing di:rt 
and stone 
lr 
II 
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enterprizes 1. getting 
-
stockholders 2. salesmen 
difficulties 3. state of health and happiness 
remedy 4. people owning a share of 
a business 
_agents 5. returning 
coeducation 6. rewards 
-
securing 7. improve 
-
welfare a. hardships 
9. salesmen 
10. school attended by both 
boys and girls 
amendment 1. house 
-
tenement 2. education 
residence 3. work 
schooling 4. change in the constitution 
activity 5. foolishly 
recklessly 6. suddenly 
7. large apartment house 
a. mining 
_ projects 
conservation 
soundings 
degree 
_ employment 
x. Wider Horizons 
engaging 
tragic 
considerable 
entirel'J 
annexed 
_ opposition 
Challenge 
1. measurements of depth of 
water 
2. work 
3. feelings 
4. saving of natural resources 
5. awards 
6. plans 
7. titles given by colleges 
to people who have done 
certain work 
Americans 
1. completely 
2. people against others 
3. joined onto another country 
4. usually 
5. taking part 
6. sending 
7. terrible 
a. important 
,, 
II 
II 
6 
oe.ble 
_ outpost 
medioe.l 
_theory 
_ prevented 
doubted 
fulfilled 
--
postal 
-magnified 
__ gliders 
_conquest 
_expanded 
forbade 
institute 
meohe.nios 
--
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
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idee. 
stopped 
finished 
wires bound together 
not believed 
out-of-the--way place 
invented 
belonging to the work of 
doctors 
holding up a sign 
:fixing me.ohines 
airplanes without engines 
stopped 
referring to mail service 
sending 
enlarged 
capture 
capture 
meeting 
sliding 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
_symbol 
dealings 
fortifications 
arbitrations 
dedicated 
crumble 
_unity 
conference 
bonds 
assassination 
archduke 
dominions 
limit 
standard 
quota 
_indignant 
1. ways of acting 
2. set aside for a memorial 
3. fall apart 
4. emblem 
5. reminded 
6. protection against attack 
7. meeting 
a. group working together 
9. purity 
10. settlement of a disagreement 
between nations by the 
decision of a group of 
other nations 
1. territory belonging to a 
government 
2. stop 
3. model for living 
4. relations 
5. angry because of unfair 
treatment 
6. sudden murder 
7. silent 
a. number of immigrants to be 
admitted to a country in 
one year 
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XI. Americans in the World Community 
current events 
architects 
-
signposts 
____ improvements 
distributed 
--
_ prosperity 
____ congratulated 
normal 
confusion 
-
_majority 
reform 
pensions 
declaration 
-
_ poverty 
____ superior 
resented 
1. signs 
2. things made better 
3. good business conditions 
4. workers 
5. persona who plan buildings 
6. the way they should be 
7. refused 
8. sent out 
9. recent happenings 
I 10. told themselves 
1. statement 
2. better than something else 
3. disorder 
4. most people 
5. invented 
6. songs 
7. felt angry 
8. lack of money 
9. money paid to retired work-
ers 
10. improve 
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=ljc 
_ increasing 1. enough 
concern 2. protection 
global 3. worry 
preparation 4. growing larger 
defense 5. building 
-
adequate 6. increased 
redoubled 7. the whole world 
-
allies a. getting ready 
9. enemies 
10. a nation which helps another 
_ convoys 1. highest 
abroad 2. act o:f swearing a person 
-
into office 
_ obliged 3. exchange o:f messages 
:fortress 4. had to 
communication 5. to :foreign countries 
supreme 6. piano :forte 
-
inaugn.ral 7. :fort 
parchment a. thirsty 
9. escort of ships for pro-
teetion 
10. skin o:f a sheep prepared 
for use as paper 
========~========================================--~~~============~=~8 ==== 
____ stare and stripes 1. commercial vessels 
mother-country 2. United States flag 
oath of office 3. place of birth 
merchant marine 4. magazine 
t5. promises made when entering 
upon political office 
6. sea animals 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was the construction of vocab-
ulary exercises to increase the meaning vocabulary of pupils 
using the textbook, Makers ~America, Marion Lansing, w. 
Linwood Chase, and Allan Nevins, Boston: D.C. Heath and 
Company, 1947. The voc bulary of this book was analyzed for 
the unknown words by checking with the vocabulary lists of 
H.D. Rinsland and Durrell-Sullivan. The checked words were 
put into a series of matching exercises. 
A total of 708 words were checked. 
The number surviving the checks was 603, and they were 
put into 86 matching tests. 
Ten meanings were taken from context. 
Twelve meanings were simplified by the author. 
The rest of the meanings were taken from the two dic-
tionaries used. 
Four extra word groups were kept in a special exercise 
at the end. 
The words were kept under the correct chapter headings 
in the order in which they occurred. 
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A few words which appeared in one of the word lists 
were included because their use in the text seemed to be 
more difficult than may have been intended in the word lists. 
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APPENDIX A 
OREOKED LIST 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I. Europeans l!'ind the 
Americas 
prow 
daring 
ancestors 
flourished 
wooded 
expedition 
dwelt 
bleak 
ceased 
constant 
reported 
snatch 
survived 
depart 
demand 
:farthest 
violent 
westerly 
seeking 
reasonable 
volumes 
mainland 
support 
venture 
admiral 
underta.king 
rigged 
repair 
argument 
briskly 
:favored 
currents 
dreaded 
lest 
astonished 
determined 
proceed 
reminder 
aground 
reef 
bath 
distressed 
location 
exploration 
APPENDIX A 
CHECKED LIST 
southerly 
opinion 
inlet 
venture 
anchored 
territory 
inhabitants 
arms 
claim 
fleet 
I I. Europeans Claim 
New Lands and 
Seas 
stowaway 
hostile 
persuaded 
devotion 
utensils 
hardiest 
permitted 
surrounding 
ceremony 
llama 
commerce 
peril 
width 
abundance 
renew 
desperately 
gallant 
rumors 
desired 
endure 
conflict 
inspire 
terror 
tradition 
horrified 
imprisoned 
retreated 
rebuilt 
prosperity 
strengthened 
immense 
homeland 
swineherd 
force 
terraced 
ransom 
intended 
revolt 
hindered 
marveled 
scurvy 
courtier 
knighted 
portraits 
sums 
palisade 
clue 
gaining 
claims 
occupy 
III. New Homes 
in e. !few 
World 
profits 
provided 
strait 
presence 
offend 
converted 
twilight 
cargo 
prospect 
beam 
tbatch 
starvation 
pleaded 
hostage 
preaching 
independent 
disobedience 
payment 
'I 
I 
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fine displeased tutors 
trades constitution tending 
belief manage sown 
leaky affairs indigo 
granted disputed experimented 
realized cultivate imported I 
brief responsibility frontier 
·' agreement representatives exhausted 
bargain slopes reliant 
earnings link tolerant 
oontrolled neglected hogsheads 
foreigners notions affaire 
fortun te bullied 
patroons promptly 
overseas proprietors v. Americana 
self-respecting loyaltl" Make a New 
desire reserved Nation 
throng translated 
engraved barons familiar 
extending oppression eager 
protest acquired approval 
founding laok misfortune 
resolved immigrants cbanted 
roused tasks disaster 
create skillful sickle 
encourage artisans provisions 
admired rejoicing 
grant abounded 
IV. Thirteen Growing resigned chapel 
Colonies intending advanoe 
cordially responded 
aocustomed instructions final 
byways preserve struggle 
uninhabited favorable military 
belongings toleration reinforce 
charter differenoes leaden 
landowners massacre emblem 
estates blockhouses surveyor 
strict frontiersmen oourtly 
stern burgesses behalf 
oustom adjourned recent 
according local stammered 
·I 
encouraging newcomers modesty 
harsh vineJ'B.rds valor 
banished constantly surpasses 
beliefs severe savage 
elder debtors monument 
convert defend remarkable 
decreed establishment united 
authority prosperous failing 
congregation crafts oartoon 
humor raged varied 
editorials connections c lculated 
column distinction wholly 
published aristocratic overtook 
comments manner upstream 
,, urge adventurers portages 
delegate instant ledges 
swifter discourage experimenting 
independence coiled pronunciation 
province commission 
official privateers VII. Americans 
almanac amazing :move on 
expressed challenge 
aWkward raid restless 
distinguishing desperate threatened 
intense sympathy attempt 
patriot convincing dictator 
rouse unprepared consider 
riots deceived tract 
pamphlets entrusted gale 
obstinate volunteers interpreter 
scheme drill observe 
tempt properly procession 
disguised inspired expand 
hatchets campaigns interrupted 
diseuse weary anxiety 
st tement extend existence 
complaints separating pemmican 
ammunition resisted 
minutemen VI. New Frontiers in enterprising 
retreat a. New Nation subsor ber 
separation puebl 
seconded pra.otioal gourds 
motion spinning jenny enlist 
declared occupation missions 
outwitted profitable arts 
daring inventive oivilization 
practically insisting inheritance 
details nmskets traces 
afoot persuaded accurate 
clashes pa. thfinder ambitious 
sentry portions disputing 
choice emigrants marve1 
opposed uncommon energetic 
deny rarely enthusiastic 
regret summons determined 
unable jolted massacre 
miseey ta1k admit 
tremendous turnpike objection 
shared treaty hesitated 
idl7 foresight 
equipped 
invaded 
commemorated 
caravans 
thriving 
whalers 
obtain 
packets 
schedule 
competition 
engage 
enlarged 
midway 
created 
VIII. Democracy 
Gains in the 
Americas 
ideal 
viceroys 
quoted 
passion 
creoles 
exiles 
yield 
revolution 
revolt 
violence 
urging 
statesmen 
interference 
backswoodsman 
politics 
orators 
fame 
compromise 
yielded 
harmony 
parallel 
ambitious 
preserved 
inaugu.rated 
withdrawn 
defeats 
invade 
besieged 
critical 
rations 
issuing 
malice 
charity 
strive 
achieve 
grief 
objected 
frequent 
resources 
ceased 
constant 
completed 
prime minister 
guided 
fortunes 
rapid 
republicans justice 
squatted 
auction 
disputes 
intent 
required 
reservations 
immense 
assistant 
submarine 
rival 
transcontinental 
longhorns 
avoid 
thus 
roundups 
b~anded 
expert 
reaper 
devices 
encouraged 
forertmner 
quantities 
minerals 
apparatus 
immensely 
perfection 
elaborate 
patents 
experiments 
accomplished 
dynamo 
tremendous 
refining 
processes 
vehicles 
demand 
compete 
purified 
unlimited 
organize 
enterprises 
stockholders 
difficulties 
remedy 
agents 
coeducation 
securing 
welfare 
amendment 
tenement 
residence 
schooling 
activity 
recklessly 
projects 
conservation 
sonndings 
degree 
employment 
X. Wider 
Horizons 
Challenge 
Americans 
engaging 
tragic 
considerable 
entirely 
annexed 
opposition 
cable 
outpost 
medical 
theory 
prevented 
doubted 
fulfilled 
postal 
magnified 
gliders 
I' 
conquest 
expanded 
forbade 
institute 
mechanics 
symbol 
dealings 
fortifications 
arbitrations 
dedicated 
crumble 
unity 
conference 
bonds 
assassination 
archduke 
dominions 
limit 
standard 
quota 
indignant 
XI. Americans in 
the World 
Community 
current events 
architects 
signposts 
improvements 
distributed 
prosperity 
congratulated 
normal 
confusion 
majority 
reform 
pensions 
declaration 
poverty-
superior 
resented 
increasing 
concern 
global 
preparation 
defense 
adequate 
redoubled 
allies 
convoys 
abroad 
obliged 
fortress 
communication 
supreme 
inaugural 
parchment 
stars nd stripes 
mother-country 
oath of office 
merchant marine 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPLETE LIST 
I. Europeans Find 
the Amerio s 
sturdy information exploration 
prow wave popular 
bare probably southerly 
eager continent opinion 
explain farthest inlet 
daring violent venture 
ancestors westerly anchored 
flourished spices leaga.es 
settlers seeking territory 
course ancient inhabitants 
wooded reasonable arm 
unknown desire service 
ashore volumes planted 
explore mainland. claim 
expedition court usual 
dwelt support fleet 
region venture double 
bleak admiral accounts 
ceased able realize 
marvel undertaking 
climate rigged II. Europeans 
mild repairs Claim New Lands 
constant arga.ment and Seas 
reported learned 
tales briskly 
hero favored stowaway 
defend currents debt 
route dreaded hostile 
natives lest persuaded 
exchange astonished respect 
snatch ornaments devotion 
survived determined utensils 
depart proceed hardiest 
ashore reminder halted 
dems.nd aground permitted 
science reef surrounding 
compasses hath ceremony 
instruments distressed noting 
oentur.v ruins llama 
borders location commerce 
peril 
l 
8_2 
width III. New Homes harvest 
abundance in a New World dwelling 
tropical bedding 
renew waterway 
:purpose profits companions 
desperately provided agreed 
gallant fairly shallow 
rumors stre.it controlled 
scarce presence act 
desired offend foreigners 
endure converted fortunate 
.I 
conflict twilight wilderness 
inspire section industry II I 
terror peninsula bear I 
dashed rapids suited II tradition cargo patroons I horrified fever overseas 
imprisoned prospect self-respect-
retreated beam ing 
rebuilt hold desire 
victory increased traders 
prosperity bind throng 
strengthened thatch engraved 
immense starvation extending 
homeland pleaded protest 
swineherd hostage founding 
force worship resolved 
terraced preaching roused 
ransom independent create 
intended disobedience encourage 
revolt payment 
hindered fine IV. Thirteen 
scurvy trades Growing Colo- · 
disturbed belief nies 
deed leaky 
courtiers granted sorts 
knighted realized accustomed 
hardships compact byways 
portraits foundation uninhabited 
lack brief belongings 
sums acquainted grateful 
palisade band worship 
clue pilot forme 
mission nearby charter 
gaining pledge landowner 
claims agreement estates 
occupy bargain strict 
earnings stern 
custom 
according 
encouraging 
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harsh recre tion v. Americans 
witches grant Make a New 
banished resigned Nation 
beliefs intending 
elder cordially- merchant 
convert instructions trails 
decreed preserve familiar 
wanderings favorable eager 
succotash toleration approval 
congregation differences fierce 
litter massacre misfortune 
displeased blockhouses chanted 
manage frontiersmen hymn 
affairs breeches disaster 
disputed burgesses project 
mutton adjourned sickle 
cultivate local blade 
responsibility- slaves slender 
representatives unknown provisions 
slopes tar rejoicing 
product pitch abounded 
link newcomers quail 
neglected viney-ards chapel 
assembly- constantly- post 
impatient severe handle 
notions debtors protection 
bullied defend spade 
promptly- establishment advance 
proprietors inland sow 
surrender wharves responded 
terms prosperous final 
loy-alty- crafts struggle 
persecuted tutors militaey 
reserved tending reinforce 
brethren sown leaden 
advertisers indigo emblem 
translated experimented surveyor 
barons native commander 
oppression imported courtly-
acquired frontier behalf 
lacked scattered recent 
immigrants exhausted stammered 
exchange reliant modesty-
tasks tolerant equal 
within hogshead valor 
skill:rnl affairs surpassed 
pioneers pioneer savage 
artisans able 
seldom 
admired 
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connnon discuss lately 
monument statement coiled 
remarkable complaints tread 
united ammunition commissions 
simply duty sturdy 
type destroy sandy 
failing mounted privateers 
cartoon minuteman appointed 
humor retreat adopted 
editorials separation s lute 
column ought amazing 
published seconded challenge 
connnents motion mistress 
urge document raid 
delegate boldly desperate 
ambassador declared sympathy 
postmaster connnand convincing 
swifter upper unprepared 
meant outwitted deceived 
independence daring entrusted 
exactly practically volunteers 
managed details drill 
royal towered properly 
province afoot inspired 
taxes clashes campaign 
official sentry weary 
deed choice extend 
almanacs yoke separating 
expressed task 
champion quartered VI. New Frontiers 
awkward opposed in a New Nation 
d1 stingo.ished deny 
declared regret convention 
consent bitter decide 
liberties unable practic 1 
distinguished misery patented 
example tremendous spinning jenny 
intense shared textile 
patriot idly occupation 
rouse equipped profitable 
riots raged fibers 
pamphlets ragged inventive 
obstinate connections insisting 
press distinction mu.skets 
II 
clever exceedingly persuaded 
scheme aristocratic pa. thfinders 
tempt manner portions 
disguised adventurer emigrants 
wharf instant trace 
hatchets discouragement uncommon 
officials 
II 
rarely arts statesmen 
summons civilization cause jolted inheritance interference 
tolls traces baokwoodsman 
turnpike accurate :politics 
treaty ambitious orators 
foresight disputing fame 
varied marvel compromise 
calculate energetic yielded 
wholly enthusiastic harmony 
overtook determined :parallel 
upstream massacred ambitious 
portages admit :preserved 
ledges objection inaugurated 
fawns hesitated withdrawn 
I experimenting invaded defeats 
I hauling commemorated steady 
II 
pronunciation site invade 
scatter cal"(l.vans besieged 
travelling critical 
thriving rations 
VII. Americans whalers issuing 
on the Move obtain malice 
packets charity 
restless schedule firmness 
threatened competition strive 
attempt engage achieve 
dictator enlarged grief 
ambition midway orphan 
consider created excuse 
tract archduke 
gale VIII. Democracy collect 
interpreter Gains in the objected 
observe Americas :ports 
:procession freque~t 
expand resources 
interra.pted spirit control 
anxiety nation difficult 
vast ideal constant 
existence viceroys method 
pemmican quoted completed 
resisted passion :prime minister 
enterprising creoles guided 
subscriber idle fortunes 
pueblos exile rapid 
gourds yield republics 
adobe revolution liberty 
sites revolt justice 
enlist violence 
missions urging 
IX. Better Ways 
of Living for 
A11 
squatted 
auction 
disputes 
intent 
roam 
required 
reservations 
immense 
assistant 
submarine 
rival 
transcontinental 
longhorns 
avoid 
thus 
roundups 
branded 
sorted 
expert 
stampede 
reaper 
binder 
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